Renaissance Studio, Ltd.

Title

"America 2.0"

"Divided We Fall"

Concept

Year

Genres

50%
Domestic Box
International Box
Global Box
Office/DVD
Office Revenue Office/DVD Net
Estimate
Rev. Estimate
Rating Revenue Estimate

Action/
Adventure/
Very high concept - A
Thriller/
hyperintelligent young
Suspense/
woman on a mission to save Artistry/
humanity from itself
Spirituality PG-13
High concept - A sensational
female James Bond type
Action/
character takes on the most Adventure/
terrifyingly plausible real
Thriller/
world scenarios.
Suspense PG-13

$10,000
Estimated
P&A See Note*

Gross Income
Before Rights
Sales

Key Financial
Total
Success
Success
Elements
Elements Comments

$120,000,000

$100,000,000

$110,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$56,000,000

All of them

7

$90,000,000

$100,000,000

$95,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$41,000,000

All of them

7

PG-13

$80,000,000

$120,000,000

$100,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$46,000,000

All of them

7

"Revelations"

High concept - A sensational
American male James Bond
type character takes on the
most terrifyingly plausible
real world scenarios.
Very high concept - An
American guy & a
sensational Russian phenom
discover a love that
transcends the Cold War &
its dangerous aftermath.

PG-13

$80,000,000

$100,000,000

$90,000,000

($25,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$41,000,000

All of them

7

"End Game"
Sequel to "Divided We
Fall"

High concept - A sensational
female James Bond type
character coopts her violent
Action/
assassin adversary to stop a Adventure/
suitcase nuke attack by
Thriller/
rogue Iranain zealots
Suspense

PG-13

$90,000,000

$100,000,000

$95,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$41,000,000

All of them

7

"Insurrection"
Sequel to "End Game"
& "Revelations"

High concept - A sensational
female James Bond type
Action/
character leads a team to
Adventure/
ignite a Russian
Thriller/
insurrection.
Suspense

PG-13

$90,000,000

$100,000,000

$95,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$41,000,000

All of them

7

"Treachery" Sequel
to "America 2.0"

Very high concept - A
hyperintelligent young
Action/
woman on a mission to stop Adventure/
a rogue President and his
Thriller/
international cabal that is
Suspense/
bent on global dominance.
Artistry

PG-13

$80,000,000

$110,000,000

$95,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$41,000,000

All of them

7

PG-13

$110,000,000

$130,000,000

$120,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$66,000,000

All of them

7

"Donahue - Origins"

Action/
Adventure/
Thriller/
Suspense/
Romance
Action/
Adventure/
Thriller/
Suspense/
Romance/
Artistry

Budget

"Metamorphosis"

Very high concept - A
hyperintelligent young
woman joins forces with
Action/
Donahue to stop the global Adventure/
terror mastermind from
Thriller/
triggering a major nuclear
Suspense/
war.
Artistry
High concept. The first
trillionaire family in world
Action/
history become the target of Adventure/
ISIS. Imagine "Pretty
Thriller/
Woman" meets the most
Suspense/
ruthless terrorists.
Romance

PG-13

$90,000,000

$130,000,000

$110,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$56,000,000

All of them

7

"The Coming"

Very high concept - A Christ Action/
like figure appears in the
Adventure/
modern world to stop the
Thriller/
Apocalypse & ignite a
Suspense/
reconciliation of the faiths
Spirituality PG-13

$80,000,000

$110,000,000

$95,000,000

($25,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$46,000,000

All of them

7

"The Warning"

High concept - A beautiful
French agent teams with a
rogue CIA agent to battle
Action/
modern Gabriel who is on a Adventure/
mission to deliver a terrible
Thriller/
& destructive warning to
Suspense/
humanity
Spirituality PG-13

$70,000,000

$85,000,000

$77,500,000

($25,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$28,500,000

All of them

7

"Day of Reckoning"

High Concept - A Medal of
Honor winning Seal Team
leader becomes an unjustly
accused traitor who leads a
takeover of the State of The
Union address to clear his
name and ignite an
American reformation.

Action/
Adventure/
Thriller/
Suspense

PG-13

$90,000,000

$80,000,000

$85,000,000

($25,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$36,000,000

All of them

7

"Not Without Honor"

Semi-High Concept - An
investment banker evolves
into a 9/11 savior and an
Afghan war hero who is
afflicted by PTSD &
becomes caught in the web
of a sociopaltic criminal
mastermind.

Action/
Adventure/
Thriller/
Suspense/
Crime

PG-13

$85,000,000

$85,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$31,000,000

All of them

7

"Vendetta"

Mid Concept - A beautiful
young French woman is a
Action/
Riviera night club singer
Adventure/
who is forced to take down a Thriller/
ruthless Mediterranean
Suspense/
crime family to survive.
Crime

PG-13

All but HC

6

"Mastermind"
Sequel to "Treachery"
& "Donahue Origins"

Totals

$85,000,000

$75,000,000

$85,000,000

$80,000,000

($30,000,000)

($24,000,000)

$26,000,000

$1,230,000,000

$1,435,000,000

$1,332,500,000

($400,000,000)

($336,000,000)

$596,500,000

$87,857,143

$102,500,000

$95,178,571

($28,571,429)

($24,000,000)

$42,607,143

Averages

* Note - Assumes industry rulle of thumb $10,000 of P&A expenses per domestic screen. Actual domestic P&A expenses may be less but are not available in public domain.

Index - Key Financial Success Elements
HC - High concept
MB - Modest budget - Above $15 million and below $35 million
FP - Franchise potential
HRC - High revenue ceiling - Above $250 million global revenue potential
SDP - Strong domestic revenue potential - Above $100 million domestic revenue potential
SIP - Strong international potential - Above $100 million international revenue potential
BSRP - Broad spectrum resonance potential - Well designed to attract broad global demographics

6.9

